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ABSTRACT
Fibre Metal Laminates (ARALL, GLARE) are hara terized by several interesting properties. The fatigue ra k growth resistan e is outstanding thanks to
bre ra k bridging. In the present paper results are presented of ra k propagation under onstant amplitude loading and ight-simulation load histories.
Fibre- ra k bridging and ontrolled delamination around fatigue ra ks an be
predi ted by a model of Alderliesten for onstant amplitude load y les. This
problem is now investigated under variable amplitude loading. Results will
be presented. Limited intera tion ee ts on the delamination are observed.
Prospe ts for future appli ations in air raft stru tures are indi ated.

1 INTRODUCTION
Fibre Metal Laminates (FMLs) are fatigue e ient materials with ex eptional
damage toleran e properties. FMLs are built up of alternating thin metal
sheets and unidire tional high strength bres. In the past FMLs have been
thoroughly investigated spe ially in the area of fatigue ra k growth and related me hanisms [1℄. Major part of these investigations [2℄ on ern Constant
Amplitude (CA) loading in order to understand the basi phenomena followed
by limited work dealing with Variable Amplitude (VA) loading [3, 4℄ and ight
spe trum loading [5, 6℄. But still behaviour of FMLs under VA loading needs
to be further investigated and developed.
At Delft University of Te hnology Delft, intensive resear h has been done in
order to study the dierent fatigue related phenomena of FMLs. In 1988 a
fatigue ra k growth predi tion model mainly for ARALL was developed [7℄
followed by another more a urate and generi model in 2005 [8℄. The se ond
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model is apable of predi ting fatigue ra k growth, bridging stress distribution and delamination shape (prole) under CA loading. Now the question
arises, whether and how Alderliesten CA model an be applied to VA loading
ases.
In order to answer this question as well to understand the behaviour of FMLs
under VA loading, it is ne essary to investigate the ee t of VA loading on
the two main phenomena, delamination and fatigue ra k growth. Sin e the
delamination and ra k growth are interrelated and hen e, delamination and
ra k growth tests have been performed. Cra k growth tests have been performed using Centre Cra k Tension (CCT) spe imens while the delamination
tests have been performed using double ra k lap share (DCLS) spe imens.
Dierent VA loading sequen es like blo k loading, programmed blo k loading,
et . are used in the tests. Test results have been orrelated with the predi tion
done by the simple VA loading ra k growth model implemented in Alderliesten model.
This paper des ribes the experiments and results. The predi tions models are
ompared to the data and the orrelation is dis ussed.

2 FIBRE METAL LAMINATES
[7℄, GLARE [1℄ are two famous members of the FMLs family developed at Delft University of Te hnology. Unlike ARALL, GLARE has good
fatigue properties in ombination with ompressive loading [9℄.
ARALL

For standard GLARE, aluminium (alloy) 2024-T3 sheets and S2-glass bres
are bonded together with FM94 epoxy adhesive to form a laminate. This
sta k is ured in an auto lave at 120 ◦C and 6 bar for 1 − 1/2 hour. The bre
orientation is dened with respe t to the rolling dire tion of the aluminium
layers and ea h orientation represents a prepreg layer of 0.133 mm thi kness.
Detailed des ription of GLARE grades are given in [1℄.

2.1 FATIGUE MECHANISMS
The metalli layers in FMLs show fatigue ra k growth similar to monolithi
metals and the omposite layers show delamination at the metal- omposite
interfa es. The bres in FMLs are insensitive to the fatigue loading, while
the metal layers exhibit ra k initiation and propagation. The bres transfer
load over the fatigue ra k in the metal layers and restrain the ra k opening.
This phenomenon is alled bre bridging (Figure 1). Another phenomenon
illustrated in Figure 1 is the delamination at the metal-bre interfa e in the
wake of the ra k. The y li shear stresses at the interfa e as result of the
load transfer from the metal to the bre layers indu e delamination growth.
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Figure 1: Cra k bridging of the bres and delamination of the layers [10℄
Both the fatigue ra k growth in the metal layers and the delamination growth
at the interfa es form a balan ed and so alled oupled pro ess.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
3.1 DELAMINATION
To study delamination, a DCLS spe imen has been used. This spe imen exhibits delamination growth independent of fatigue ra k growth in metal layers,
as shown in gure 2. Although this onguration has a mode I ontribution
to the delamination me hanisms [11℄, it was shown by Alderliesten et. al [12℄
that this mode has no ee t on the observed delamination growth. The spe imens have been manufa tured with two 0.3 mm thi k outer layers of aluminium
2024-T3 with sandwi hed glass bres epoxy layers. This onguration is based
on standard GLARE 2-2/1-0.3 [1℄.

3.1.1 TEST MATRIX
The experiments were ondu ted with blo k loading with a HI-LO, a LOHI sequen e, programmed blo k loading, multiple blo k loading and ight
spe trum. The test matrix is given in table 1, showing the load sequen e and
the applied stress values.

3.1.2 TEST EQUIPMENT & PROCEDURE
The tests were ondu ted in lab air at room temperature on a losed loop
me hani al and omputer ontrolled servo-hydrauli testing system with a load
apa ity of 10 metri tons. The delamination lengths were measured from one
side of spe imen at the four lo ations near the arti ial ra k in the aluminium
layers and then averaged. The delamination measurements were performed at
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Figure 2: Double ra ked lap shear spe imen geometry
Load Sequen e

LO-HI

Blo k loading

Multiple Blo k Loading

Programmed Blo k Loading

Stress Ratio

[MPa℄

[R℄

150-169

0.05

HI-LO

169-150

0.05

HI-LO

200-187.5-150-125

0.05

LO-HI

125-150-187.5-200

0.05

I

105 to 195 in 285

y les

0.86 to 0.03

II

105 to 195 in 100

y les

0.86 to 0.03

σmean =100

mini-TWIST
SPECTRUM-I

Stress Values

Wide body fuselage spe trum

Table 1: Delamination test matrix
intervals during the fatigue tests, while the test was on hold at its maximum
applied stress level. The measurements were performed with a CCD amera
using in-house developed imaging software Impress to apture the images and
to enable measurements.

3.2 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
In the urrent model, fatigue ra k growth predi tions are done using either a
linear damage a umulation or a yield zone model. Details about the appli ation of these models to FMLs an be found in [10℄. For the model validation,
fatigue ra k growth experiments on GLARE 3-4/3-0.3 with ross-ply bre
orientation have been performed. These fatigue ra k growth tests have been
performed on enter- ra ked tension (CCT) spe imens. The starter not hes
are made by drilling a hole of 3 mm diameter with two saw uts, dire ting
perpendi ular to the loading dire tion. The total length of the starter not h
(2a0 ) is approximately 5 mm. The spe imen geometry is dis ussed in detail
in [10℄.
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Load variation

CA

y les

Maximum stress

Load variation

Stress ratio

[MPa℄

[MPa℄

Single overload

120

0.1

175

Multiple overload

120

0.1

175,158,139

Blo k loading-LO-HI

100

0.1

140

Blo k loading-HI-LO

140

0.1

100

Spe trum loading-I

Wide body fuselage spe trum

Spe trum loading-II

Mega liner font fuselage spe trum

Spe trum loading-III

Mega liner aft fuselage spe trum

Table 2: Fatigue ra k growth test matrix

3.2.1 TEST MATRIX
The experiments were performed on spe imens made of Glare3-4/3-0.3. The
CA y les, between the load variations, had a maximum stress of 120 MPa
and a stress ratio of 0.1. The test matrix is given in table 2.

3.2.2 TEST EQUIPMENT & PROCEDURE
The tests were ondu ted in lab air at room temperature on a losed loop
me hani al and omputer ontrolled servo-hydrauli testing system with a load
apa ity of 6 metri tons. The test frequen y was 10 Hz.

4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1 DELAMINATION
Blo k and multiple blo k loading ases' Results (Multiple blo k loading ase
shown in gure 3-a) have been presented before by the authors [13℄ with two
main on lusions:
1. Delamination growth rate omes to a steady-state value for ea h load
ase and there exists an startup region with slow delamination growth
rate. The size of the startup region is highly inuen ed by the maximum
stress value. For example in ase of LO-HI sequen e this startup region
is larger than the ase of HI-LO sequen e.
2. The delamination growth rate is related to the stress magnitude and
is independent of the sequen e. No matter if one starts with a low
amplitude stress y le and hange to high amplitude or reverse the order
of sequen e, the delamination growth rate remains the same depending
on the stress magnitude.
In order to study the ee t of variable spe tra and ight simulation loading
spe tra further tests have also been performed. For the better understanding of loading ee t on delamination growth rate, linear damage a umulation
al ulations have been performed. Results of programmed blo k loading and
ight spe tra are shown in gures 3-b, 3- , 3-e. Even in the ase of these
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Figure 3: Delamination growth tests results: 3-a. Multiple blo k loading (Delamination rate Vs. Delamination length), 3-b. Programmed blo k loading
(Delamination rate Vs. Delamination length), 3- . Mini-TWIST (Delamination rate Vs. Delamination length - σmean =100 MPa), 3-d. Rain-ow ounting
pro edure 3-e. Flight Spe trum I
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Figure 4: Fatigue ra k growth tests results: 4-a. Single overload, 4-b. Blo k
loading (HI-LO), 4- . Flight Spe trum-I, 4-d. Flight Spe trum-II,
spe tra startup region exists and as the delamination starts to grow, steadystate delamination growth rate is attained. The linear damage a umulation
(LDA) al ulations are very lose to the test data averages ex ept the ase
shown in gure 3-e. The spe trum-I is having a number of intermediate yles that break up the large y les into smaller y les. The rain-ow ounting
te hnique, mentioned in literature as a y le ounting and ltering te hnique,
is used to omit these intermediate y les. As a results, in the ltered situation the large y les are onsidered, s hemati ally shown in 3-d. As shown in
gure 3-e, the rain-ow ounting te hnique ombined with LDA al ulations
resulted in a lose mat h between the test and al ulations. It also proves
that the intermediate y les in a large y les do not ontribute if the large
y les are onsidered as a single large y le. Similar to rest of the test results,
gure 3-e shows that the delamination growth rate attains a onstant value as
soon as it is out of the initial startup region.
Delamination growth under VA loading is independent of intera tion ee ts,
whi h make it possible to use the Alderliesten [8℄ CA delamination growth and
7

shape predi tion tool for predi tion under VAloading.

4.2 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
The omparisons of predi tions with the tests results are shown in gure 4.
Figure 4-a shows the omparison for single overload of 175 MPa in the CA
baseline y les of Smax = 120 MPa and stress ratio R = 0.1. The LDA being
a non-intera tion model is unable to predi t the retardation ee t but on the
other hand the yield zone model is able to predi t the ra k growth retardation in agreement with the experimental data. An interesting observation
from gure 4-a is that there is hardly any dieren e between the yield zone
model's predi tion and experimental data after the appli ation of overload. In
other words, the number of delay y les are almost equal whi h indi ates that
it is only the plasti zone that ause the retardation. In ase of pure monolithi metals, predi tions of yield zone model are quite far from the test [14℄.
However, for FMLs, the error is limited be ause of the inta t bres whi h restrain the ra k opening leading to the small plasti zone formation whi h is
omparable to the one al ulated by yield zone model.
In single overload ase (gure 4-a), the ra k growth rate gets ba k to original level depending on the magnitude of SOL and ROL . It is known from
the literature that in metals the retardation region is highly inuen ed by the
magnitude of SOL , and similar behavior is seen in ase of FMLs.
Figure 4-b shows the omparison between test results and the yield zone model
predi tions in ase of the High-Low blo k loading sequen e. The retardation
level is omputed by the yield zone model. Similar to metals, in FMLs a large
blo k of overload y les reates larger plasti zones resulting in large retardation and related phenomena.
The omparison of the spe trum I is shown in gures 4- . The omparison
of test results with the yield zone model predi tions for the spe trum I show
very small error. But for the spe trum II (gure 4-d) the yield zone model
predi tions are quite far from the test results. The dieren e lies in the spe trum itself, be ause the number of overload y les in spe trum II are more
than in spe trum I. In the yield zone model's predi tions and experimental
results, it is obvious from the plot ( 4-a) that da/dN gets ba k to the original
level as soon as the retardation ee ts are over. While in ase of spe trum
II it looks like the ra k tip is trapped in frequently o urring overloads and
plasti zones. We an also relate this behavior to de Koning's [15℄ primary
and se ondary plasti zone on ept that makes the large dieren e between
the predi tion and test results.
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5 CONCLUSION
Under VA loading, the ex eptional fatigue properties are observed similar to
CA. The overload and blo k loading experiments show signs of intera tion effe ts ( ra k growth retardation). On the other hand, due to the presen e of
the bres, the intera tion ee t an be onsidered as limited intera tion ee ts
in omparison to monolithi metals.
In order to understand the intera tion ee ts a non intera tion and simple
intera tion model has been used. The results from non-intera tion model orrelates well with most of the experimental tests onsisting of simple VA and
ight spe trum loading. Unlike monolithi metals there is a limited intera tion ee ts in FMLs and a simple intera tion model an be used to predi t
the fatigue ra k growth. However, in ase of a spe trum having frequently
o urring overloads, this simple intera tion model is insu ient.
Delamination tests under blo k, programmed blo k and ight spe tra show
no history or intera tion ee ts. Even, the mismat h between the test data
and LDA predi tions shown in ase of ight spe tra, is over ome by applying
the rain-ow ounting te hnique to the spe trum. The orrelation of test
data and rain-ow ounted spe trum results highlights that the delamination
growth rate depends on the large y les and the delamination is not ee ted by
the intermediate y les that breaks up the large y les. Finally, the absen e of
intera tion ee ts in delamination growth rate during VA loading proves that
the Alderliesten's delamination al ulation method an be applied in the ase
of VA loading with the rain-ow ounting te hnique to onsider the higher
y les only. However, it should be onsidered that for fatigue ra k growth
predi tion the spe trum an be dierent from the ltered spe trum used for
delamination.
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